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Abstract

The prescription of forest management determines the number of trees to be cut and, consequently, the harvested wood volume, which directly influences the forest operations dynamic. The objectives of this paper were (i) to analyze the effect of process factors on wood extraction performance with forwarder in first thinning and clearcutting of Pinus taeda L. plantations; and (ii) to economically determine the optimal road density to manage these plantations. Time and motion studies at the cycle element level were conducted to quantify and model the time consumption, productivity, and operational costs of the extraction. The optimal road density (ORD) for both operation types (OT) was determined based on the transport geometry model, considering the minimization of the sum of unitary costs with construction and maintenance of roads, loss of productive area, and wood extraction. The extraction distance (ED), slope (SL), average log volume (LV), and OT had a significant effect on the time consumed in travels, and therefore, on productivity ($P_{PMH}$). In clearcutting, the average $P_{PMH}$ was 12.17 m$^3$ob PMH$^{0.5}$; while, in thinning, it was 10.94 m$^3$ob PMH$^{0.5}$; however, as the ED increased, the difference of $P_{PMH}$ and the cost of extraction between the operations decreased, which highlighted a greater effect of this factor on forwarder’s work in clearcutting. For this reason, the ORD for clearcutting (37.76 m ha$^{-1}$) was higher than for thinning (27.84 m ha$^{-1}$). Therefore, we demonstrated in this study that the type of operation and forest management regime, as well as their interaction with process factors, affect the sizing of the number of roads per unit area, and also the costs of the forest activity.
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1. Introduction

The implantation and management of planted pine forests is a consolidated activity in Brazil, but the management strategies adopted by verticalized companies are different from those used by independent producers. The first ones generally aim to produce the maximum volume per unit area with a homogeneous production, while the latter usually intend to diversify the production seeking to trade logs for different industrial purposes.

Thus, when the forest production goal is to diversify wood products, the pine forests in Brazil are managed in longer rotations, often until 30 years, with the execution of two to four previous thinnings to the final cut (Spathelf and Seling 2000, Dobner et al. 2013). On the other hand, when the intention is to produce the maximum volume per unit area, the forests are usually managed in shorter rotation often of 15–20 years, without thinnings, and they are mainly directed to pulpwood or energy wood (Scolforo and Maestri 1997, Dobner et al. 2013).
Therefore, different management prescriptions influence the dynamics in forest operations, once it entails differences in the harvested number of trees and wood volume per unit area, types of assortments, etc. In this sense, management regimes with thinning show more complex and costly operational conditions, especially in initial interventions, where the remaining trees limit the machinery access and mobility inside the stand. Also, the smaller trees and avoidance to damage the remaining plants reduce the operational performance, which increases the harvesting costs in this situation (Spinelli 2004). Many times, due to such conditions, the harvesting costs, added to the logistics costs (roads and transportation), are higher than the revenue from the timber trade, making the forest operations economically unfeasible.

On the other hand, the work conditions in operations of clearcutting tend to allow a better operational performance and lower costs than thinning, because the access and mobility restrictions of the machinery are lower. Besides, the work is more systematized, and displacements are lower due to the greater harvested volume per unit area.

The variations in the prescribed management influence directly both the cut operations (felling and processing) and the wood extraction, which, in turn, is extremely relevant to determine the number of roads per unit area in terms of the characteristics and peculiarities of each method and type of machine (Zagonel et al. 2008). Therefore, the redesign of the forest road system is necessary since there is an increase in the use of more sophisticated and powerful machines with greater work capacity, to replace rudimentary methods and equipment in Brazil (Seixas and Batista 2014).

In conditions where the road density is higher than necessary, their costs of construction and maintenance will be higher as well, consequently reducing the productive area. On the other hand, the wood extraction costs tend to be lower due to the reduction of extraction distance. Therefore, by minimizing the summed expenses with extraction, roads, and loss of productive area, it is possible to economically ascertain the optimal
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**Fig. 1** Map of the project highlighting the areas where the first thinning (areas with a diagonal line, mostly on the right) and clearcutting (areas with dots, on the left) were performed on pine stands.
number of roads per unit area (Correa et al. 2006, Heinimann 2017).

Wood extraction cost depends on the operation productivity, which is influenced by several factors, mainly related to the forest off-road network efficiency, as stated by Zagonel et al. (2008), Naghdi and Limaei (2009), Ghaffarian et al. (2012), Souza et al. (2018), and Toscani et al. (2020). Thus, developing predictive statistical models to estimate productivity is an alternative to quantify these relationships, and also to understand the influence of operational conditions and stand characteristics on forest work (Rodrigues et al. 2018, Hildt et al. 2020).

The objectives of this paper include the following:
⇒ to analyze the effect of process factors on the operational performance of the wood extraction activity with forwarder in first thinning and clearcutting of pine planted forests
⇒ to determine the economical optimal density of secondary and tertiary roads for the pine plantation management under the conditions where the study was carried out.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Area and Operational Conditions

The study was carried out in a forest project with 89.9 ha of Pinus taeda L. stands belonging to a company located in the highlands of Santa Catarina State, Brazil. The relief is wavy to heavily wavy with an average slope of 13.35°. The average area of the stands was approximately 2.63 ha, and the average extraction distance was 121.76 m (Fig. 1).

The current road density (CRD), determined by the ratio between the total length of secondary and tertiary roads (in linear meters) and the effective planting area (in ha), was 45.28 m ha⁻¹. This value represents approximately 2% of the total project area, with a correction factor (k) of 5.51, which corresponds to hilly terrain according to FAO (1974).

Part of the project stands was subjected to first thinning, where approximately 20% of the trees were systematically harvested (cutting of trees in 5th planting line), and another 30% were harvested by selective (crown) thinning. The remaining stands were submitted to clearcutting (Table 1). In both situations, three classes of log assortments were obtained, for pulp and sawmill; their average length and volume ranged between 2.10 to 3.80 m, and 0.025 to 0.094 m³/ob log⁻¹, respectively.

The harvesting method in both situations was fully mechanized cut-to-length using the same machines. Tree felling and processing were performed by a John Deere 1270 harvester equipped with a Waratah H270 II head. Afterwards, the logs were extracted to the roadside by a John Deere 1510E forwarder, with the following characteristics: 145 kW power, tank capacity of 167 liters of fuel, 8WD traction, wheels covered by semi-tracks, and a 7.2 m-reach hydraulic crane.

2.2 Work Measurement of Wood Extraction

Time and motion study data were collected at the cycle element level, following a modeling approach.

### Table 1 Characteristics of stands analyzed in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stand characteristic</th>
<th>Type of operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>First thinning *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clearcutting *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree stocking, tree ha⁻¹</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree diameter breast height, cm</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree total height, m</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal area, m²/ha⁻¹</td>
<td>55.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree individual volume, m³/ob tree⁻¹</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume harvested, m³/ob ha⁻¹</td>
<td>141.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mean values

### Table 2 Forwarder working cycle elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>Travel empty</td>
<td>Time consumed by the machine to leave the roadside landing area and start loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>Time consumed by the machine to load the logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDL</td>
<td>Travel during loading</td>
<td>Time consumed by the machine to move between loading stops. The loading stop is the working location on the strip road where the loading element is carried out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>Travel loaded</td>
<td>Time consumed by the loaded machine to move to the landing area and stop to begin unloading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU</td>
<td>Maneuver and unloading</td>
<td>Time consumed by the forwarder to unload. It ends when the load is empty, and the machine is ready to start the working cycle again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Adapted from Laitila et al. (2007) and Norizah et al. (2016)
The forwarder effective working cycle was firstly divided into five elements (Table 2), and then the time spent in each element was measured by individual timekeeping methods using a centesimal stopwatch and specific forms.

In addition to time measurement, the production was obtained by counting the logs extracted at each working cycle (Magagnotti and Spinelli 2012). Thus, the volume produced in each working cycle in cubic meters of solid wood over bark (m³ob) was obtained, through the multiplication of the log number by the respective average volume by log according to the assortment. Previously, the diameter and length of 30 logs were measured for each assortment class produced during the study.

Data referring to the process factors were measured in each working cycle. The operation type (OT) corresponded to the first thinning or clearcutting. The operation direction (OD) represented the direction of movement related to the slope that the equipment performed when driving loaded, which could be uphill or downhill. The extraction distance (ED, in meters) was assessed with a TruPulse 360 Laser Rangefinder, and corresponded to the distance between the forwarder’s longest stop to load logs and the first stop to unload logs on the roadside. The same device was also used to assess the land slope (LS, in degrees). The average log volume (LV, in m³ob log⁻¹) corresponded to the ratio of the total extracted volume in the cycle by the number of extracted logs in the respective cycle.

As a comparative study, we sought to standardize and control all the process factors related to the operational conditions, as proposed by Magagnotti and Spinelli (2012) and Ackerman et al. (2014). Although the forwarder has been operated by different operators during the study, their ability level was similar (intermediary/advanced) and did not result in differences related to this factor.

The specific time consumption by each cycle element was calculated in productive machine minutes (PMMin m⁻³ob) by the ratio between the time consumed in the respective element and the volume produced in the respective cycle (Vcycle). The delay-free machine hour productivity (P∏MV em m⁻¹ob PMH⁻¹) was calculated by the ratio between the Vcycle and the total time consumed in the working cycle (Tcycle). The productivity per scheduled machine-hour (P∏SMV) resulted from the multiplication of the P∏MV by the utilization rate (TU) seen.

The data of time consumption in each cycle element and the productivity were analyzed by descriptive statistics and expressed by boxplots. The relative sampling errors for the variable P∏MV were determined for 5% significance (p<0.05), according to Szewczyk et al. (2017).

To test the data normality, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied using 5% significance (p<0.05). In the case of non-normality, the values were mathematically transformed to fulfill this assumption. Then, the values were submitted to Pearson’s correlation analysis (r, p<0.05) to verify the relation between the variables of interest (time and productivity) with the process factors of quantitative random effects (ED, SL, and LV).

The effect of the process factors on the specific time consumed in the working cycle and P∏MV were also assessed by the General Linear Model (GLM) and multiple linear regression by stepwise technique (p<0.05). The quantitative factors ED, SL, and LV were considered as random effect variables, while the categoric factors OT and OD were the fixed effect variables. The equations fitting was assessed by the adjusted coefficient of determination (Adj. R²), absolute (Syx) and relative (Syx%) standard error of the estimate, and the F value. All the analyses were performed on the software R (R Core Team 2019), using specific packages.

2.3 Determination of Optimal Forest Road Density (ORD)

Due to the specificity of use and construction of primary roads, the assessments performed in this study included only the secondary and tertiary forest roads network. While the secondary roads were coated with gravel, used intermittently, and had an average width of 5.5 m, the tertiary roads were coated in specific points, used seasonally, and had an average width of 3.5 m.

On this premise, the ORD for each type of operation was calculated based on the approaches adopted by Ryan et al. (2004), Zagonel et al. (2008), and Souza et al. (2018), who used the transport geometry model to relate the average extraction distance with the road density (FAO 1977, Ghaffarian et al. 2009, Heinimann, 2017).

The costs with road construction (Cc) were calculated as the sum of depreciation and opportunity costs, considering a period of 11 and 10 years for the first thinning and clearcutting, respectively. Depreciation was not considered for the costs related to the road maintenance activities (CM), as these occurred in that specific period.

The costs related to the loss of productive area (Cpap) corresponded to the value of the standing
timber that would be produced, annually, in the area occupied by the roads, according to the management regime. In the first thinning, a management regime was considered where three thinnings would be conducted at 11, 15, and 20 years of age and clearcutting at 25 years, with an average production of 141, 160, 190, and 614 m³/ha⁻¹ and an average price of the standing timber of 12.23, 12.23, 24.13 and 54.34 US$ m⁻³, respectively, for each intervention. For clearcutting, a 10-year rotation regime and an average production of 393.60 m³/ha⁻¹ was considered. The price of useful land for planting adopted for both operations was 1486.54 US$ ha⁻¹.

The operational costs with extraction were determined according to the methodology proposed by Miyata (1980), considering an annual use of 3366 PMH₀ (delay-free productive machine hour), and a depreciation period of 5.9 years. A TU of 75% was assumed, while the costs with labor were 8.45 US$ PMH⁻¹. The interest rate used was 4% yr⁻¹, and the cost of fuel was 0.92 US$ l⁻¹. Using the sum of operational costs, the extraction cost was determined using the regression models that were fitted to estimate the operation productivity as a function of process factors.

Then, the ORD was determined as the density of roads including the minimization of the summed costs of road construction and maintenance, productive area loss, and wood extraction. All the data and rates used were obtained from the company or determined in the field, and they refer to the period of July/August of 2016 (US$ 1.00=R$ 3.27).

### 3. Results

A total of 24.8 and 22.9 productive machine hours were measured in the operation of first thinning and clearcutting, respectively (Table 3). Although the number of valid forwarding cycles has been greater in clearcutting (n=42), the relative sampling error was higher in this type of operation (10.63%) due to greater variation in the productivity values compared to the first thinning.

The clearcutting total average time consumption per cycle was lower (5.60 PMmin m³/ob⁻¹) than thinning (5.86 PMmin m³/ob⁻¹), which, in turn, showed less average productivity, even with the extraction of a greater volume per cycle (6.32 vs. 6.26 m³/ob cycle⁻¹) (Table 3).

Table 3 Summary of variables analyzed in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of operation</th>
<th>First thinning</th>
<th>Clearcutting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study duration, shifts</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of valid observations, PMH₀</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time consumed in delays, %</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total volume extracted in study, m³</td>
<td>259.13</td>
<td>265.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED – mean (± SD), m</td>
<td>136.2 (± 82.6)</td>
<td>175.4 (± 102.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL – mean (± SD), degree</td>
<td>5.6 (± 2.15)</td>
<td>6.1 (± 3.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV – mean (± SD), m³/ob log⁻¹</td>
<td>0.03 (± 0.014)</td>
<td>0.03 (± 0.018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tn – mean (± SD), PMmin m³/ob⁻¹</td>
<td>5.86 (± 1.51)</td>
<td>5.60 (± 2.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V – mean (± SD), m³/ob cycle⁻¹</td>
<td>6.32 (± 1.43)</td>
<td>6.26 (± 2.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSMH – m³/ob PMH₀⁻¹</td>
<td>10.94 (± 2.90)</td>
<td>12.17 (± 4.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P – m³/ob SMH⁻¹</td>
<td>9.27 (± 2.46)</td>
<td>10.31 (± 3.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of valid observations, cycles</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative sampling error, %</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>10.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PMH₀ – interruption-free productive machine hour productivity; SD – standard deviation; ED – Extraction distance; SL – slope; LV – log volume; Tn – total time consumption per working cycle; V – Volume per cycle; PSMH – Productivity per productive machine hour; P – Productivity per scheduled machine hour

In both types of operation, most of the working cycle time was consumed by loading (LD) and unloading (MU) elements (Fig. 2). In clearcutting, on average, more time was consumed by the elements of travel empty (TE), travel loaded (TL), and maneuver and unloading (MU), while in first thinning, more time was consumed by log loading (LD) and travel during loading (TDL).

The time consumed in each cycle element in both types of operation had, in general, normal statistical distribution (data not showed), except for the TDL element, which presented a high variation in first thinning (Fig. 2c). In this case, a logarithmic transformation was applied to show a normal distribution.

There was a significant and positive correlation among the specific time consumption of the cycle elements (Table 4) for all of them, except for the TDL element, which has not shown a significant correlation with TE and TL. These elements (TE and TL) only showed a positive correlation with the ED (r=0.50 and 0.55, respectively), while the TDL element was significant and positively correlated with SL and LV (r=0.30 and 0.24, respectively).

The productivity (P) showed a significant and negative correlation with the specific time consumption of all the working cycle elements, and the highest value of correlation coefficient was observed with the loading element (r=–0.80). Regarding the random quantitative factors, the P showed a significant and negative correlation with ED (r=–0.22) and SL (r=–0.25), and no correlation was detected with LV.
Fig. 2 Boxplot of cycle elements for wood extraction with forwarder in clearcutting and first thinning

Table 4 Matrix of Pearson’s linear correlation coefficients among time consumed in working cycle elements, productivity, and process factors for *Pinus taeda* wood extraction with forwarder in first thinning and clearcutting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>TE</th>
<th>LD</th>
<th>TDL</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>MU</th>
<th>$P_{\text{PMH}}$</th>
<th>ED</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>LV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDL</td>
<td>0.00**</td>
<td>0.55**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.59**</td>
<td>0.47**</td>
<td>0.06ns</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU</td>
<td>0.49**</td>
<td>0.60**</td>
<td>0.27*</td>
<td>0.41**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{PMH}}$</td>
<td>–0.54**</td>
<td>–0.80**</td>
<td>–0.60**</td>
<td>–0.61**</td>
<td>–0.65**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>0.50**</td>
<td>0.10ns</td>
<td>–0.16ns</td>
<td>0.55**</td>
<td>0.05ns</td>
<td>–0.22*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>0.02ns</td>
<td>0.21**</td>
<td>0.30**</td>
<td>0.11**</td>
<td>–0.00ns</td>
<td>–0.25*</td>
<td>0.00ns</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>–0.01ns</td>
<td>0.02ns</td>
<td>0.24*</td>
<td>–0.08ns</td>
<td>–0.11ns</td>
<td>–0.06ns</td>
<td>0.06ns</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** – significant at 1%; * – significant at 5%; ns – not significant; TE – travel empty; LD – loading; TDL – travel during loading; TL – travel loaded; MU – maneuver and unloading; $P_{\text{PMH}}$ – Productivity per productive machine hour; ED – extraction distance; SL – slope; LV – average log volume
The variance analysis by GLM revealed that there was a significant effect of ED on time consumed in TE and TDL and, consequently, on productivity (Table 5). The factors SL, LV, operation direction (OD), and operation type (OT) had a significant effect on the specific time consumption in TDL; however, only SL and OT significantly affected the $P_{PMH}$. None of the process factors showed a significant effect on time in LD and MU.

As the OT affected the $P_{PMH}$, multiple linear regression equations were individually fitted for the productivity in first thinning and clearcutting (Table 6). In both regression equations, the variables ED and SL were entered as explanations of the $P_{PMH}$ variation, but for thinning, there was also the participation of the variable LV. However, the equation for the clearcutting had a fitting slightly better than the one fitted for the first thinning, as it showed smaller $Syx\%(\%)$, and higher $F$ value, although the Adj. $R^2$ was a little lower.

In both operations, there was a trend to decrease the $P_{PMH}$ (Fig. 3a) and increase the cost of extraction (Fig. 3b) as the ED increased. In clearcutting, the productivity tended to be greater and the cost lower than in the first thinning, but such difference was smaller as the ED increased.

The economically optimal road density for first thinning (ORD=27.84 m ha$^{-1}$) was lower compared to clearcutting (ORD=37.76 m ha$^{-1}$) (Fig. 4) and both

| Table 5 Analysis of variance (F value and correspondent significance) obtained by General Linear Model of time consumed in operational cycle elements and productivity in wood extraction with forwarder |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Variation factor | TE | LD | TDL | TL | MU | $P_{PMH}$ |
| ED | 26.81** | 0.900ns | 3.329ns | 36.430** | 0.213ns | 4.552* |
| SL | 0.043ns | 3.635ns | 10.935* | 1.553ns | 0.001ns | 5.990* |
| LV | 0.054ns | 0.087ns | 9.689* | 1.470ns | 1.122ns | 0.429ns |
| OD | 0.395ns | 0.148ns | 5.935* | 0.343ns | 0.427ns | 0.405ns |
| OT | 2.092ns | 1.811ns | 19.971** | 0.393ns | 2.539ns | 5.124* |

** – significant at 1%; * – significant at 5%; ns – not significant; TE – travel empty; LD – loading; TDL – travel during loading; TL – travel loaded; MU – maneuver and unloading; $P_{PMH}$ – Productivity per productive machine hour; ED – Extraction distance; SL – slope; LV – average log volume; OD – operation direction; OT – operation type

| Table 6 Fitting parameters of stepwise multiple linear regression equations to estimate productivity in wood extraction with forwarder in first thinning and clearcutting |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Operation | Fitted equation | $R^2$ adj | Syx | Syx, % |
| First thinning | $P_{PMH} = 19.95 - 0.010 ED - 2.44 \sqrt{SL} - 15.82 \sqrt{LV}$ | 0.542 | 2.59 | 23.86 | 7.51** |
| Clearcutting | $P_{PMH} = 18.99 - 0.024 ED - 0.04 SL^2$ | 0.513 | 2.32 | 19.06 | 15.76** |

** – significant at 1%; * – significant at 5%; ED – extraction distance in m; SL – slope in degrees; LV – log volume in m$^3$ob; $R^2$ adj – adjusted determination coefficient; Syx – estimate standard error in m$^3$ob PMH$^{-1}$; Syx% – relative estimate standard error in %
were lower than the current road density (CRD) (45.28 m ha⁻¹).

In the first thinning, the total cost in ORD was 11.80 US$ m⁻³ob (Fig. 4a), against a total cost of 12.57 US$ m⁻³ob in CRD, which represents a total reduction of 6.13%. In an optimal scenario, the costs with construction and maintenance of roads and loss of productive area would be reduced by 38.51%, while the extraction cost would increase by 11.70%, as a result of the increase in average extraction distance (198 m).

Compared to clearcutting, the total reduction of costs would be smaller (1.20%), since the total cost in ORD was 9.11 US$ m⁻³ob (Fig. 4b), against a total cost of 9.22 US$ m⁻³ob in CRD. In the optimization scenario, the reduction of costs with construction and maintenance of roads and loss of productive area would be 16.60%, with a rise of 6.56% in the extraction cost and 146 m in the average extraction distance.

4. Discussion

The average specific time consumption by the elements TE and TL was slightly higher in clearcutting operation than in first thinning (Fig. 1a and 1d). However, there was no significant difference between these elements when comparing the operations (Table 5), as reported by Kuitto et al. (1994) and Nurminem et al. (2006).

These elements had a positive correlation (Table 4), and they were only dependent on the extraction distance (Table 5), which denotes a tendency to spend more time in these elements as the extraction distance increases, as supported by the results of Nurminem et al. (2006), Leite et al. (2014) and Strandgard et al. (2017). Both TE and TL depend on the forwarding distance and driving speed, which in turn are mainly affected by geophysical factors (Manner et al. 2013), such as microrelief, stoniness, and soil bearing conditions, which have not been measured in this study.

In both operations, the size of the loads was limited by the physical dimensions of the machine compartment, which did not allow its full occupation because the logs length restricted the loading to only two bundles per cycle. However, a variation in the size of the loads transported per cycle was observed (Table 3), which may have induced a hypothetical correlation between TE and TL elements, since it acts as a divisor to calculate each specific time consumed.

The LD element was the step that consumed most of the time in the whole forwarder working cycle (Fig. 2b) and presented the greatest value of correlation with productivity (Table 4). The positive correlation of this element with other cycle elements was due to the work procedure adopted by the operators, who sought to optimize the occupation of the machine load compartment in cycles with longer trips. These results agree with the findings of many authors that studied this machine in different operational conditions (Spinelli et al. 2004, Ghaffarian et al. 2012, Leite et al. 2014, Walsh and Strandgard 2014, Strandgard et al. 2017).

The average specific time consumption with the LD element was higher in thinning (Fig. 1b). However,
it was not dependent on the type of operation (Table 5) and was not correlated with other process factors (Table 4). Studies, such as that of Strandgard et al. (2017), Holzfeind et al. (2018), and Hildt et al. (2020), showed that the extraction of logs with greater average volume consumed less time compared to logs with smaller volume since larger sized logs require fewer grapple movements to complete the load.

In this study, no effect of the LV was observed on the time consumed by LD. Although the logs for sawmill were larger than the logs designed for pulp (average volume of 0.080 and 0.031 m³ob log⁻¹, respectively), the concentration per unit area of these logs was lower than that of the smaller ones, which, in turn, corresponded to approximately 70% of the total volume produced in both operations. In the studies of Nurminen et al. (2006) and Manner et al. (2013), the assortments with a lower amount and concentration of logs per unit area led to more time consumption in loading because fewer logs were available in each stop for loading.

Besides, the time consumed in LD may also increase as the number of assortments extracted from the same load is larger, as reported by Nurminen et al. (2006) and Manner et al. (2013). In this study, it was noted that only one class of assortment was loaded in most of the valid cycles, and that is why such behavior was not verified.

The TDL was dependent on the type of operation (Table 5), and it showed more variability and average specific time consumption in the first thinning than in clearcutting (Fig. 2c). This tendency can be explained by the number of logs along the strip roads in thinning, which required a higher number of travels between log piles to complete the load in each work cycle, which corroborates with Nurminen et al. (2006), Stankić et al. (2012), Manner et al. (2013) and Hildt et al. (2020).

Therefore, the positive correlation and dependency between the specific time consumption in TDL and LV (Tables 4 and 5) was also a result of the number and concentration of logs in the strip roads. As the logs of a greater average volume represented around 30% of the total volume produced, their piles were more sparse along the strip roads, which demanded more time by this element in the working cycle, even though, in this study, the concentration of logs in the strip roads such as in Strandgard et al. (2017) has not been determined.

Additionally, the time consumption in TDL had a positive correlation, and it was dependent on the SL (Tables 4 and 5). Leite et al. (2014) revealed that the steeper the terrain, the higher the work difficulty level is. Also, the authors affirmed that the log organization is more challenging after felling and processing by a harvester in steep areas, as some of them can roll over; this results in smaller and more sparse piles and, thus, requires more attention to the displacement among piles.

A significant effect of OD on TDL (Table 5) was also verified, which can be justified by a better log organization after cutting and greater flexibility of displacement among the uphill log piles, resulting in less time consumption.

The time consumption in MU was more variable in clearcutting than in thinning (Fig. 1e). However, the operation type and direction did not influence this working cycle element (Table 5), and there was no significant correlation with other process factors (Table 4). In the study of Hildt et al. (2020), the LV affected the time consumption by MU since the activity of unloading logs of smaller volumes was more time-consuming, as verified by Nurminen et al. (2006). However, in the case of this study, the difference in volume among the log assortment classes was inferior to the one reported in the studies mentioned above, which justifies the non-existence of correlation between MU and LV.

The greater the time consumption in the working cycle elements, the smaller the forwarder P_PMH was, which is confirmed by the correlation coefficient values (Table 4). In first thinning, although the average volume transported per cycle was greater than in clearcutting (Table 3), the total time consumption by work cycle was higher and, therefore, the P_PMH was lower, which emphasizes the significant effect of the operation type (Table 5).

This difference in performance occurred especially due to the lower concentration and number of logs throughout the strip roads in thinning. Besides, the remaining trees made difficult the movement of machines inside the stump area (Spinelli 2004, Malinovski et al. 2006, Manner et al. 2013), which was reflected in greater time consumption by TDL and, consequently, lower productivity.

In addition to the significant effect of OT, the P_PMH also showed a negative correlation (Table 4) and a dependence on the ED and SL factors (Table 5). Greater extraction distances resulted in more time consumed in travels (empty and loaded), while greater slopes increased the time of travels during loading, which resulted in productivity loss. Other studies verified the same fact, and some of them also modeled the productivity based on such relation (Tiernan et al. 2004, Walsh.

In clearcutting, the observed values of ED, SL, and LV had greater variability, which justifies the greater fluctuation and sampling error of the $P_{PMH}$ for this type of operation (Table 3). However, only for the first thinning, the LV was entered as an additional explaining variable in the fitted equation (Table 6).

In contrast to the studies of Oliveira et al. (2009), Ghaffarian et al. (2012), Souza et al. (2018), and Hildt et al. (2020), who reported the tendency of greater productivity as LV increased, in this study, an opposite behavior was detected. That is, the productivity tended to be lower with the increase of LV due to lower concentration and number of greater volume logs in the strip roads and, consequently, more time was consumed in the working cycle, as explained above.

Under the same SL and LV conditions, the effect of the extraction distance increase on the productivity and cost was more evident in the clearcutting operation (Fig. 3). At the extraction distance of 100 m, the $P_{PMH}$ was 52.2% greater in clearcutting than in first thinning, while the cost was 34.3% lower. Considering an extraction distance of 350 m, the differences in $P_{PMH}$ and cost dropped to 19.9% and 16.6%, respectively. This may be related to the fact that a greater concentration and number of logs in the strip roads in clearcutting had more effect on the total time consumption in the work cycle as the extraction distance was shorter.

As the extraction distance had more effect on the forwarder performance in clearcutting, the ORD for wood extraction in this operation should be greater than in first thinning (Fig. 4). However, another aspect that influenced this difference was the cost with loss of productive area, which was greater in first thinning as the road density was higher. This resulted from the adopted management regime, which included a longer rotation and a higher average price of the standing timber, resulting in a greater revenue that would be generated in the area occupied by the roads.

Moreover, Heinimann (2017) mentions that the heavier the forest management, in terms of the volume harvested by a unit of time, the higher the expected road density (or less road spacing) is, supporting the results of this study. Such finding was also reported by Naghdí et al. (2012), who verified that, in the case of large harvested volumes, a greater number of roads tend to facilitate the road network design.

Thus, it is evident that the forest management regime and the operation type affect the dimensioning of the roads number per unit area, although there are a few studies with this approach in the literature, especially in thinning operations. Zagonel et al. (2008) reported an ORD of 27 m ha$^{-1}$ for clearcutting of 22-yr pine plantation, which used an extraction method with a wheeled skidder. On the other hand, Souza et al. (2018), in a comparative study of operations in clearcutting of 33-yr pine plantation, reported that the ORD in a cut-to-length system with forwarder was 15.63 m ha$^{-1}$, while this value would be 22.85 m ha$^{-1}$ by using a full-tree system with a wheeled skidder.

The appropriate dimensioning of road density is determinant for the operational planning process, as well as for the composition of forestry enterprises costs, since the higher the road density, the higher are the costs with construction, maintenance, and loss of productive area. Also, the environmental impacts may be higher, especially those related to water erosion (Jimenez et al. 2013), in particular when inappropriate techniques of road construction and maintenance are applied (Keller and Sherar 2010).

In many situations, such as plantations in discontinued and uneven stands due to relief restrictions or division with areas of environmental protection, the adoption of economically optimal road density may not be technically feasible (Hayati et al. 2012). Therefore, in these situations, the use of three-dimensional models or computer-assisted road network layouts is recommended, since all the transport geometry models are bidimensional (Heinimann 2017).

The use of secondary transport vehicles with a greater load capacity has been requiring better constructive standards for forest roads (Machado et al. 2013) and, due to that, it is preferable to have lower road densities, yet with higher quality. It should be noted that the optimum extraction distance and the correspondent road density will change according to the changing of machine and road costs assumptions (Spinelli et al. 2004).

In general, regardless of the forest management regime adopted, taking into account the process factors that affect the wood extraction performance is necessary to subsidize the decision-making process about the dimensioning of the forest road network. This is important to optimize the use of resources, maximize revenues, and provide sustainable forest operations.

5. Conclusions

The extraction distance, slope, average log volume, and type of operation had a significant effect on the specific time consumption in travels, and therefore, on
the forwarder productivity in wood extraction. However, lower concentration and number of logs throughout the strip roads and greater difficulty in machine movement due to remaining trees reduced the productivity in first thinning compared to clear-cutting.

The increase in the extraction distance gradually decreased the difference in productivity and extraction cost between the types of operation, especially in clear-cutting. Thus, the secondary and tertiary optimal road density for wood extraction in this type of operation should be higher than for first thinning.

In the conditions where the study was developed, the adoption of optimal road density should allow reducing costs with construction and maintenance of the roads, as well as reduction of productive area loss, especially in first thinning. Therefore, we demonstrated that the type of operation and forest management regime, as well as the interaction with process factors, affect the sizing of the roads number per unit area, and, consequently, the forest activity costs.
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